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My very own lilith guide to my

After unlocking the Black Collar, a new option will appear. Select "Amelia" and the image will become available. Named “Soul Hunters,” the card-based strategy game was essentially the overseas version of “Hero Tactics” and accumulated more than five million downloads on Google Play alone.Lilith Games has been among the top five highestgrossing Chinese mobile game developers overseas in recent months. If the avatar has breasts, and they have taken their shirt off (which can be done after choosing "Talk... Silver Tongue[] Come up with many different ways to flirt with Lith. You don't need convincing. > Let [Him/Her] Suckle" seven times, and the trophy will be unlocked. After
unlocking the Technically Correct trophy, if you wait long enough you will be approached by a new character, Petre. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Sin Squared Listed in the game's coding as "OfferSuck". The Scoundrel[] Petre will appear in the Void, whenever Lith is gone (may it because you waited long enough while being away from him, caused
him to hate and reject you or let him go through one of the doors by himself). While Seated, selecting "Touch… > Get Intimate… > Fool Around" will make this image available. Just a Touch[] Select "Touch… > Grab… > Finger" and the image will become available. This trophy is unlocked after answering Petre too often with 'No'. This trophy is
unlocked after saying "Yes!" to all transformations that Petre offers you (requires having started the game as a male with no breasts, no vagina, and a cock). Art that is currently locked is displayed as "?????" until found in the game. Return through the Wooden Door and the image will become available. Earn them again when you start a new game! ”
— Lith, On Achievements Be Nice[] Reach 50 niceness. Introspection[] This image personifies your Avatar (hence the codename). SFW | Single Form | Art by Mz Nite | Listed in the game's coding as 'Amelia'.TheMother.png An Appetite[] As Long as Familiarity > 10, Lith's Cocklust > 40, and the player has a Penis, select "Self… > Offer Yourself" and
the image will become available. Regarding the Penis[] When able to talk about naughty stuff, "Talk… > Naughty Stuff… > Cocks" and, if the image is not immediately available, ask about cocks one or two more times and, the image should become available. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Khuraji Listed in the game's coding as "????". The backstory:
Lilith Games releases mobile strategy titles overseas first before rolling them out back home in China. Make [Him/Her] Feel… Wanted[] Unlock the black collar. The Fool[] All you wanted was to be by [his/her] side. Self Explanatory Bookworm[] Allow Lith some time to curl up with a good book. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Anonymous Listed in the
game's coding as "Finger". Rubdown[] Select "Touch… > Snuggle… > Rub" and the image will become available. In Deep[] The first time, you choose Touch... Is this enlightenment? Hunger, Part Two[] This one will become available when Hunger, Part One does. Also, you must wait a certain amount of scenes before returning to the Butterfly each
time. A Passionate Soul[] You found the way out. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Mz Nite Listed in the game's coding as "CupcakeMale". NSFW Alternative Forms Art by MorgueBuddy Listed in the game's coding as "????". And then it got worse some more. Questionable Alternative Forms Art by Mz Nite Listed in the game's coding as "ButtCouch".
...Must Come to an End (x/25)[] You've lived many lives, and followed paths happy and harrowing. A Good Breakfast[] You'll have to go back to work soon, you suppose. If you are having trouble discovering the ending, I would suggest going to the MVOL Discord and asking for help there. After going through the glass door a third time, decide to have
sex with Amelia and let Alex join in. After unlocking the Blue Collar (detailed in File Trophies), then entering the Stone Door, choose "Smash" on your first visit, and then "The Staff" on your third and final visit. At least, half of them. You unlock this ending by immediately choosing "Wait" repeatedly at the beginning of a save until Lith disappears.
NSFW Alternative Forms Art by SalKitten Listed in the game's coding as "????". America also makes up close to 70% of AFK Arena revenue. (Requires black collar). After unlocking the Pink Collar (detailed in File Trophies), then entering the Stone Door, choose "Get Behind" on your first visit, and then "Use It" on your third and final visit. Where
[He/She] Belongs[] While Standing, Select "Touch… > Grab… > Push [His/Her] Head Down" and the image will become available. During the same period, mobile titles grossed more than $1.1 billion in Korea, growing by 14.4% annually.Mobile games remain the largest video game segment this year and revenue is expected to grow 10.2% annually to
$68.5 billion, or 45% of the global games market, according to researcher Newzoo. My Very Own Who?[] You know what he wants, and you know what you want. (This trophy guide is under review) Voyeur[] Find out what [he/she] does in [his/her] spare time If His Arousal > 40, you can choose "Self... Tencent and NetEase are keen to further expand
in the US and East Asian markets, while smaller players, such as Beijing-headquartered FunPlus and Shanghai-based Moonton, are also present.East Asian markets like Japan and Korea are among the most profitable globally. Choose "Touch… > Grab… > Ruin", and this trophy will be unlocked. The Sage[] Open the wood door then proceed a couple
pages and the image will become available. You paid dearly for it, but you finally have your freedom. Partners in Crime[] You'll drag [him/her] down, you'll lift [him/her] up, and you'll make [him/her] yours. Once this point is reached, selecting any action will be overridden by Lith "punishing" you for driving him/her so crazy. The Timeless Valley[]
Going through the Wooden Door for the first time and exploring the place it's connected with, the image will become available. And then it got worse. You suffered for it, but you can finally know true happiness. Out of the Darkness[] When you revived Lith, after battling against the tree and equipping him with the blue collar, the image will become
available. > Nice Stuff... Lap Cat[] The Player Must have a Penis to unlock this image. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Seamen Listed in the game's coding as "Talk Cock". The most recent ROK title pulled in more than $60 million from abroad in October, helping the startup to beat both Tencent and NetEase in overseas mobile game revenue for the
month. This trophy is unlocked after not passing judgement from Lith after your final visit to the Steel Door (being in the negative points after judgement). An Offer Taken[] As Long as Familiarity > 10, Lith's Cocklust < 40, Arousal > 40, Dominance > 30, and [he/she] has a penis, select "Self… > Offer Yourself" and the image will become available.
Without Trust[] You knew you would fail. If you choose "Talk... Tender Indulgence[] Select "Touch… > Get Intimate… > Let [Him/Her] Suckle" and the image will become available. Prospects: Lilith Games saw a significant rise in revenue in the past year after the release of more recent titles. SFW | Single Form | Art by Rui Shi | Listed in the game's
coding as 'Caterpillar'.TheSage.png The Sage: The Caterpillar Sage. The Quiet Detour[] Unlocked as soon as the player visits the wooden door for the first time. Lightning![] After Opening the Stone Door, Choose "Stand in Front" and the image will become available SFW | Single Form | Art by RequiemBeatz | Listed in the game's coding as
'Lightning'.Lightning.png Lightning!: Lith as a Mage Wielding [his/her] Magic Staff. Lilith Games have also been working on bringing ROK and AFK Arena back home to Chinese audiences. You managed to hold on to one, and now, [he/she]'s given you the other. Present condition: Lilith Games’ newer releases have gained traction in the US and East
Asia. The Final Challenge[] After advancing in the quest behind the stone door far enough, you'll encounter the tree with the crystal and the image will become available. Gratitude[] On the main menu select "Thank You!" and the image will become available. When Focus on Sex > 25 (this number can be raised by doing sexual acts), choose "Talk...
Even when the game is set to minimum text size you can't see all the trophies, meaning you have to scroll down to see them all. Art Gallery[] To access the Art Gallery after accessing the Trophies page, simply select "Art Gallery". No Dogs Allowed[] Seems you only have one voice to listen to, now... NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Devicre Listed in the
game's coding as "Thank". SFW | Single Form | Art by RequiemBeatz | Listed in the game's coding as 'James'.TheFather.png The Mother[] The third time into the glass door, you are given the options to try seducing Amelia, James, or the Lith in the Glass Door. The Final Struggle[] Unlocked as soon as the player visits the steel door for the first time.
Under Control[] Select "Touch… > Grab… > Ride [Him/Her]" and the image will become available. Cut Short[] You made the wrong choice. Satisfaction[] One of the sex scenes the player can get by offering themselves to dominant Lith. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Lexivine Listed in the game's coding as "Ruin1". After graduating in software
engineering at Nanjing University, they joined Tencent’s Aurora Studios in 2009 before leaving in 2013 to start their own project.The firm’s first mobile title, “Heroes Tactics,” targeted domestic gamers primarily, but follow-up releases focused on overseas markets. NSFW Single Form Art by Mz Nite Listed in the game's coding as "Feed2". Broken
and Bloated[] You expected too much from [him/her], too quickly. The gallery is split into pages of 20. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Manlychan Listed in the game's coding as "????". The Husk[] After visiting the caterpillar on the big mushroom behind the wooden door and getting your first snack, the image will become available. NSFW Alternative
Forms Art by MorgueBuddy Listed in the game's coding as "????". Trophies are a featu Endings and Petre Trophies. This trophy is unlocked after choosing "Naughty Lith" on your final visit to the Steel Door, then passing judgement from Lith. After unlocking the Blue Collar (detailed in File Trophies), then entering the Stone Door, choose "Knock" on
your first visit, and then "The Staff" on your third and final visit. > The Void" one or two times, and the trophy will unlock. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by SalKitten Listed in the game's coding as "Blue". NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Mz Nite Listed in the game's coding as "Sleep". To view a different image, simply select "Next Image" or "Prev
Image". Total Ruination[] Drag [him/her] through hell and make [him/her] love it. Make [Him/Her] Feel Special[] Unlock the blue collar. Read every page in the first half of My Very Own Lith. A Kind Soul[] You found the way out. ??? Ruin, Part Three[] This one will become available when "Ruin, Part Two" does. Find all twenty five currently available
endings Endings Found[] “ Every possible permutation of your fate. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Mz Nite Listed in the game's coding as "Suckle". Not alone[] Anything is better than solitude. > Wooden Door > The Pond > Inquire" to unlock this trophy. The Friend[] Summon the Blue Collar and the image will become available. When Lith brings up
this point, the couch is unlocked, but you must have 50 points in order to summon items. As China’s domestic gaming market faces increasingly stringent regulation, many companies in the sector have started to focus more on overseas markets. Then, choose "Talk... NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Spirale Listed in the game's coding as "Ride". Get
Punished[] Get Lith aroused to the point where his/her gaze is described as "predatory" (also requires about 75 dominance). (Requires black collar) This trophy is unlocked after receiving the collar from Petre after unlocking the Black Collar (detailed in File Trophies) Obedient[] No one is more devoted to their master than you are. It'll be okay. NSFW
Alternative Forms Art by Herbalmoontea Listed in the game's coding as "Rub". Reversal, Taking[] Lith cannot have a Penis for this image to become available. The company aims to create games featuring universally appealing art styles and mechanics. Art Gallery {Page 1}[] Most art in the gallery changes depending on what Species and Sexual
attributes the player chose for him/herself and Lith to exhibit, and are marked as "Alternative Forms" below. Make [Him/Her] Feel Loved[] Unlock the pink collar. After unlocking the Blue Collar (detailed in File Trophies), then entering the Stone Door, choose either option on your first visit, and then "Lith" on your third and final visit. Lilith Games
faces fierce competition. Select "James" and after "The Father" becomes available, the image for guilty pleasure will become available. The Lover[] Summon the Pink Collar and the image will become available. > Wooden Door > The Pond > Inquire". NSFW Alternative Forms Art by atryl Listed in the game's coding as "????". NSFW Alternative Forms
Art by CuccoKing Listed in the game's coding as "????". “The cost of user acquisition has been rising faster than users’ spending capabilities, both domestically and in overseas markets. After unlocking the Black Collar (detailed in File Trophies), then entering the Stone Door, choose "Wait" on your first visit, and then "Use [Him\Her]" on your third
and final visit. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Mz Nite Listed in the game's coding as "Pink". By Selecting "Look… > Me" the image will become available Template:GalAvatar SFW/NSFW Clothed and Naked Forms Alternative Forms Art by ShadeOkami Listed in the game's coding as "Avatar". You just want another chance… After unlocking the Black
Collar (detailed in File Trophies), then entering the Stone Door, choose "Wait" on your first visit, and then "Work Together" on your third and final visit. Gnolls![] After Opening the Stone Door, if Given the option to "Stand in Front" or Get Behind", Select "Get Behind" and the image will become available. Self explanatory All Good Things…[] For better
or worse, you have found an end to your story with Lith. Player Trophies[] “ Trophies you earn permanently. This trophy is unlocked after going through the Wooden Door and talking to the butterfly at the pond at regular intervals. After unlocking the Black Collar (detailed in File Trophies), then entering the Stone Door, choose "Interrupt" on your
first visit, and then "Work Together" on your third and final visit. > What [He/She]'s Thinking". A Respite[] Select "Touch… > Snuggle… > Sleep" and the image will become available. No Scritches[] When Lith talks about what he likes, he may mention being petted at certain places feels really nice to him. ” — Lith, On Achievements Master's Master[]
Maybe you only gave him a collar because you wanted one yourself... Art Gallery {Page 2}[] Hunger, Part One[] Select "Touch… > Get Intimate… > Let [Him/Her] Feed" and the image will become available. > Pet, the image will become available. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by RequiemBeatz Listed in the game's coding as "DadSex". > Flirt" enough
times. Reversal, Giving[] Lith must have a Penis for this image to become available. Seal the Deal[] The Player Must have a Penis to unlock this image. First Impressions[] This is the first image one can access in the game. After unlocking the Pink Collar (detailed in File Trophies), then entering the Stone Door, choose "Stand In Front" on your first
visit, and then "Use It" on your third and final visit. (Blue Collar) NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Khuraji Listed in the game's coding as "????". The landscape: Many Chinese gaming companies have looked to overseas markets after the State Administration of Press and Publication implemented tighter rules in April, limiting domestic game approvals.
> [His/Her] Nudity". [[This is a secret 25th ending that the developer wishes to let players figure out for themselves. In Desperation[] This image becomes available immediately after "Gnolls!". While Standing, Select "Touch… > Grab… > Bend [Him/Her] Over" and the image will become available. The firm won SAPP approvals for AFK Arena in
September and has completed beta testing ahead of a January 2020 launch. Cat Reclining[] After summoning the couch for the first time and sitting down together with Lith, the image will become available. nothing. This trophy is unlocked after choosing "Nice Lith" on your final visit to the Steel Door, then passing judgement from Lith. > Lith >
Approach". > Naughty Stuff... NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Sin Squared Listed in the game's coding as "Gnolled". In the Glass Door, make Alex become interested in James, then choose "Amelia" when given the choice of who to spend the night with to unlock this trophy (please do note that this is not 100% certain, and further testing is required to
make this more accurate). If Naughtiest Moment >= 90, and the other collars haven't been unlocked, you should automatically unlock this trophy. And now, you never will. > Summon Book" to summon a book for Lith to read. Three former classmates, Wang Xinwen, Yuan Shuai, and Zhang Hao, founded Lilith Games in May 2013 in Shanghai. ???[] ???
NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Freckles Listed in the game's coding as "Introduction". Among the most successful is startup Lilith Games whose ads for the popular “Rise of Kingdoms” (ROK) strategy series are often peppered across western social media platforms. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Yogoat Listed in the game's coding as "TrapCard".
Viewing Trophies[] On the main action menu, select "Look…", then "Trophies" {Achievements}/Trophies[] All achievements, like File and Player Trophies are visible on the "Trophies" page divided into four separate categories. After unlocking the Pink Collar (detailed in File Trophies), then entering the Stone Door, choose "Get Behind" on your first
visit, and then "Destroy It" on your third and final visit. > How [He/She]'s Feeling" or "Talk... > What [He/She] Likes" enough times, Lith will mention places they like getting petted, and at this point, when you Select "Touch… > Pet", the correct dialogue appears and this trophy is unlocked. Love Is A Circle[] Come together in a moment of unity, and
push back the chill of the void. After choosing "Talk... NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Lexivine Listed in the game's coding as "Ruin3". What You Wish For[] If Lith's Dominance > 65 and Arousal or Cocklust > 30, selecting "Touch… > Snuggle… > Grind" will make this image available. Selfless[] You gave [him/her] everything, and left yourself...
Inclined to Recline[] Unlock the couch. United[] You have become one whole, free of fear and petty concerns. Freedom![] You saw the strings… What now? A Good Pet[] Plucked from limbo and delivered to paradise. You must choose NOT to commit suicide and then you'll unlock this trophy. Heavy Petting[] Demonstrate your knowledge of all the right
spots. > Suck him off (after doing something naughty beforehand), the image will become available. The Survivor[] Return through the Wooden Door and visit "The Pond" then "Inquire" and the image will become available. The title beat Tencent’s “PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds Mobile” (PUBG Mobile) and “Call of Duty Mobile” to be the most
profitable Chinese game for the month, according to Sensor Tower.Card-based RPG AFK Arena launched in April and was the eighth highest-grossing Chinese mobile game overseas in October, bringing in more than $30 million globally, according to Sensor Tower.Korea made up more than 45% of ROK’s October revenue, while the US contributed
around 30%, according to App Annie. The Dark Below[] Unlocked as soon as the player visits the stone door for the first time. > Anything" enough times to unlock the ability to take of the shirt under "Items..."), this will unlock a new option. You must choose TO commit suicide and then you'll unlock this trophy. Ruin, Part One[] Ineligible without the
Black Collar. The company’s first overseas-focused mobile title launched in 2015. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Kur Listed in the game's coding as "Ankle". Can you find them all? Questionable Single Form Art by Mz Nite Listed in the game's coding as "ButtStand". If Player Niceness >= 70, Naughtiness Grab" other than "Kiss", "Lick", "Grope", or
"Finger" five times, this trophy will unlock. Whether or not you have item summoning unlocked, this trophy will still unlock once Lith brings up the couch. > Tits". This trophy is unlocked after complying with Petre and becoming his pet. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Vertry Listed in the game's coding as "????". After Unlocking the pink collar make
love with Lith after making him aroused. Distraction[] After going in the Wooden Door the first time, you and Lith will fall through the air with books and papers and the image will become available. Fuckboi[] You'll serve him as a fine confection, ready to be violated. Unique selling point: Different from most Chinese gaming firms, Lilith Games was
exploring overseas opportunities long before regulations tightened, beating larger and more well-known players to the punch. As it continues to roll out content updates for its strategy and role-playing games—genres yet to be explored by Tencent and NetEase overseas—the startup could consolidate its position as top-grossing Chinese firm in the
segment. > Walk Away > Look... NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Faustsketcher Listed in the game's coding as "???". After you've unlocked the Blue Collar, a new choice should appear under the "Talk..." option, called "The Void". You finally have a home. You're definitely visiting again, though. ROK has pulled in more than $60 million across the App
Store and Google Play in non-Chinese markets in October. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by EriPuppy Listed in the game's coding as "Gang". Additionally, the Art Gallery shows all images you've seen in you playthroughs. > Walk Away", then choose "Wait" three times. Silence[] When Lith can't say anything else about [his/her] past. It is unlocked when
selecting Lith's Sexual Attributes, and will become viewable after the last attribute has been selected. Ruin, Part Two[] This one will become available when "Ruin, Part One" does. Walkabout[] Take [him/her] out to the edge of the world. Now that you can give it to [him/her]... Trans Everything[] You'll serve him in many shapes and sizes. Trust and
Resolve[] When entering the stone door for the third time, choose to get the staff for Lith. A Serene Future[] All this time, you wanted just two things. You will not be given a direct walkthrough, but hints can be found there that will help in finding it.]] Petre Trophies[] “ Were you a good pet? After going into the Wooden Door three times, you will be
able to choose "Doors... NSFW Alternative Forms Art by KeroTheStrange Listed in the game's coding as "Offer Mount". NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Mz Nite Listed in the game's coding as "Feed1". NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Lilyface Listed in the game's coding as "Take a Poke". Select "Switch Page" to view the other page/s of the gallery.
NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Lexivine Listed in the game's coding as "Ruin2". NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Mixi Listed in the game's coding as "Black". Once you've done any action under "Touch... After summoning the book, choose "Self... > Grab... A Cat Butt, 1 of 2[] When able to talk about naughty stuff select "Self… > Stand" (if Seated) then
"Talk… > Naughty Stuff… > Butts" and the image will become available. References[] Trivia[] The top of the Trophies page shows "-{Achievements}-", indicating that Lithier may have intended this page to be called "Achievements", rather than "Trophies". This trophy is unlocked through the same steps as A Passionate Soul, but the player must
choose "A [avatar race]" as their answer to the first question Lith asks. Living Portrait[] You'll serve him, and you'll honor him, as well as those long gone. NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Coffeesheizen Listed in the game's coding as "Fool Around". Buxom and Beyond[] You'll serve him by filling his hands, feeding him, and smothering him besides.
Select "Touch… > Grab… > Ruin" and the image will become available. Select "Talk... Drown In Power[] Share your wisdom, your tender affection, and out of destruction, you will salvage hope. After inquiring the butterfly for the first time, repeatedly choose "Doors... With Honey[] With Lith's Arousal and Domination both > 30 select "Touch… >
Snuggle… > Take a Poke" and the image will become available. ” — Lith, On Achievements Does Everyone Have Their Buddy?[] Nobody should wander the void alone… You unlock this ending by choosing "Wait" until Lith disappears and then repeatedly choosing "Okay". NSFW Alternative Forms Art by MadTurtle Listed in the game's coding as
"Down". After being alone for long enough ('Wait' for several times), he will show himself and the image will become available. > What [He/She]'s Thinking" enough times, Lith will eventually mention how bored they are and how they wish they had something to pass the time. Drillmaster[] Work that poor kitty to the point of exhaustion. Note that you
have to go through all the other doors (Stone, Glass, Steel) to initiate all conversations with the Butterfly. File Trophies[] “ Trophies specific to this save file. > What [He/She]'s Thinking" or by choosing "Talk.. Select "James" and the image will become available. [he/she] can give it to you. This is a problem for all gaming companies…What it means for
us is that every customer is very valuable…We are increasingly focused on the long-term sustainability of our titles, whether it’s related to user retention or community management.”—Lilith Games co-founder Zhanghao at Google Think Games in August The investors: Lilith Games raised RMB 2 million in an angel round led by IDG Capital in 2013,
before raising tens of millions of yuan in Series A funding from Prometheus Capital in 2016. The Bitter Past[] Unlocked as soon as the player visits the glass door for the first time. MILF[] You'll serve him, and you'll look after the kids too. Choose "Touch... NSFW Alternative Forms Art by Mz Nite Listed in the game's coding as "CupcakeFemale". A Cat
Butt, 2 of 2[] When able to talk about naughty stuff select "Self…> Sit" (if Standing) "Talk… > Naughty Stuff… > Butts" and the image will become available. If Sexuality Together >= 50 (raised by doing and speaking about naughty things), Nicest Moment >= 70, Naughtiest Moment < 40, and the other collars haven't been unlocked, you meet the
criteria to unlock this trophy. Once the criteria is met, you can unlock this trophy by selecting "Talk... SFW | Single Form | Art by Little Winged One | Listed in the game's coding as 'Gnolls'.Gnolls.png Gnolls!: The Gnolls encountered during the trip through the Stone Door. After this, choosing Touch... After successfully initiating all 5 of the
conversations with the butterfly, the butterfly will send Lith away and then you'll be alone. Return to Lith and the trophy will be unlocked. When you choose "Talk… > Anything!" with Lith, [he/she] will "talk" (provide tips) about up to 19 different topics, one of which involves a place to sit. If you do so, this trophy will unlock. NSFW Alternative Forms
Art by SalKitten Listed in the game's coding as "????" Art Gallery {Page 3}[] Appetizer[] Unlocked by having sex with Lith's mother during your first trip through the glass door.
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